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PORTFOLIO



  TURKISH KILIM

  TROPICAL FLOWERS AND 
BIRDS

  ORIENTAL INFLUENCES

Embroidery project 
Embroidery Artworks that i designed using hand drawings, illustrator and photoshop. Re-
specting the geometry of turkish kilims, i tried to translate the beauty of tropical birds and 
flowers into geometrical shapes. The result is a luxurious short collection using fabrics such 

as velvet, organza, leather and many different embroidery techniques.



Hand Drawings











INDIGO 
Personal project 



The deep and colorful history of Japanese indigo dye, the sashiko embroidery, 
and the weaving techniques, are the elements that inspired me for this project.

Here i used the mannequin as a weaving loom, giving to the fabric 
shape and volume.



Muslin shirt with a lace detail.
Woven fabric skirt, made by lace ribbons and wool threads.



All over embroidered top, inspired by the art of sashiko 
and the simple geometric lines of a kimono.
Embroidered with lace and wool threads.



Water color koi fish print.





Development of the collection with geometric and simple forms, with 
denim and handmade woven fabrics as the basic elements.







EXHIBITION
“6 ARTISTES AU JARDIN”

July 2016



A personal project created for the 
exhibition “6 Artistes au Jardin”. 
Inspired by the African culture, i 
created sculptures, using weaving 
techniques and natural raw ma-
terials. Using as a base the human 
body, i experimented  with wood, 
ropes, leather, shells, wool and 
many other materials...



Here i used pieces of veneer that 
normally are used for the mar-
quetery art. Being amazed of the 
variety of the textures, colors and 
patterns of the wood, i created 
this sculpture.



Inspired by the traditional african basketry, i wrapped around ropes with different threads and i weaved them to-
gether to give the shape of a human body.



Weaving and mixing different 
materials to create my version of 
dream catcher...



Africa’s art of braids
Fashion Illustration Project
The detailed art of hair braids inspired me to 
create my own fabrics and textures using syn-
thetic hair and wool as basic materials.



Hand weaved fabric using as threads synthetic hair .





Personal Project
Fabric Manipulation
A collection made by fabrics that i created by 
mixing and manipulating different materials.





Fabric inspired of the shape of rocks and 
corals, made by hundreds small pieces of 
fabric.

A patchwork of different 
materials (leather, metal, 
lace, chiffon, wool).

Fabric created by chiffon, feathers 
and wool, pleated in an abstract way.

Sculpting a pleated fabric 
in an abstract shape.

Creating my own version of fur by wool 
and chiffon muslin.



AFRICA
Gratuate Collection

Spring/Summer 2012





Volant dress made by shredded fabric, gauze and chiffon.

Pleated muslin dress inspired by the Sahara’s sand hills.
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